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1. To find relations existing among the homological characters of the 
bundle space, of the base space, and of the fibre of a given fibre bundle is an 
important problem in topology.
In the preceding paper [9] the author, in connection with this problem, gave 
a new formulation of the so-called Leray’s algorism [10] on the one hand, and 
generalized two theorems of Samelson concerning to homogeneous spaces to 
theorems of fibre bundles (see %2 below) on the other hand.
The purpose of the present paper is to give them more detailed accounts 
and to derive almost all theorems in our direction.^  ^ In part II characteristic 
groups and characteristic isomorphisms are defined for arbitrary set systems, 
and their fundamental properties are given.^  ^ In this form they reveal a close 
bearing on the theory of Morse, classifying cycles according to critical levels. 
Moreover they may be applied to homotopy as well as cohomotopy theories. 
In particular, if applied to cohomotopy theory, they give a formal answer to 
the classification problem of maps of an ( -f-r)-complex into an n-sphere for 
arbitrary r but for sufficiently large n (II, §4). In part III results of part II 
are applied to fibre bundles over a complex. In part IV various formulas con­
cerning to U- and H-multiplications are given, and the theorems of Gysin [5], 
of Thom-Chern-Spanier [23], [3], and of Wang [24] are generalized. In part 
V O- and n-multiplications are introduced and as application several important 
theorems about homological trivialness are given, some of of which^  ^ seem to 
be contained in the results announced by Hirsch [6].
2. To explain our problem we shall give here some theorems about homo- 
logical triviality.
Theorem A. (Kiinneth' theorem) I f  A is the product complex o f  tivo com­
plexes B  and F , the cohomology ring H^{A) is isomorphic to the Kronecker 
product Z T *(5)® ^ *(F ) o f  the cohomology rings H % F) of B, F  respec­
tively, tvhere the rational number field  is taken as the coefficient ring.
1) Major parts of this paper (Part II-IV) were published in Japanese in March, 1951.
2) Another abstract formulation of Leray's algorism was obtained by H. Cartan, J. Leray 
[30], and J . L . KoszuI [8 ],
3) Theorem 22 and Theorem 23. In the case of homogeneous space these theorems are 
consequences of the results proved by Koszul [8].
For a product bundle A = B y^ F, the cohomology ring of the bundle space 
A is therefore completely determined by the knowledge of those of the base 
space and of the fibre F,
But besides product bundles there are many classes of fibre bundles for 
which the same proposition hold. For example we have the following 
Samelson’s theorem [15]:
Theorem B. I f  a compact connected L ie  group G acts on a  sphere S transi­
tively, and the isotropy group U ( G i s  connected, then 
(« ) i f  n is odd,
Qb) i f  n is even, tvhere TI is a  product space o f
several odd dimensional spheres such that x77).
Sacrificing the multiplicative observation, the conclusions (a ), (b) of 
Theorem B  reduce respectively to
(2 .1 ) =
(2 .2 ) M 0  =  ?^ 5 2 . - i ( 0 x $ n ( 0 ,
where ?^?7'(0=^5w-i(0x$n(0» and where ^jk(0 denotes the Poincare polynomial 
of M. In this reduced form the case (a ) of Theorem B  was generalized by 
the author to the following theorem [9], (V, § 6) :
Theorem C. I f  A is a  fibre bundle over an odd dim ensional homology 
sphere B  (J/m 5=72,$5(0=1+^”)» cind i f  the group o f  the bundle G is a  compact 
connected L ie  group, then
(2 .3 ) =  ^ ^ ( 0 x ^ X 0 .
Incidentally in important applications (2 .3 ) plays also the role of (2 .2 ). 
In fact we may calculate the Poincare polynomials o f  the closed simple groups 
belonging to the m ain four classes as ivell as o f  the S tie fe l m an ifo lds by m aking  
use o f  Theorem C alone.
We call a fibre bundle i?= {F, G, B, A, (p, homologically trivial when it 
satisfies (2. 3). Itisknow n that the following classes of fibre bundles are also 
homologically triv ia l:
(2 .4) Fibre bundles over an acyclic complex (III, §5),
(2 .5) Even dimensional sphere-bundles over a complex (Chern-Spanier [3 ] ; 
(IV, § 8 ) ) ,
(2 .6 ) Fibre bundles over an Ti-sphere with fibre F  such that jfiT^(F)=0 
i p y n - 1 ) ,  or with fibre F  which is a J-dimensional homology sphere with 
d > n - l  (Wang [24] ; (IV, §9) ),
(2 7) Let A be a compact connected Lie group, and F  a closed connected
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4) H* is the same as above.
subgroup. The coset space A lF = B  is a fibre bundle of the type 
{F , F , J5, A , W e  shall call it simply a homogeneous space. Then a 
homogeneous space over a homological r-manifold B  where
77 is a product space of several odd dimensional spheres) (Koszul [8],
The non-trivial characteristic groups measure a deviation from homological 
trivialness.
Part I 
Preliminaries
I. Fibre bundles. In this paper by a fibre bundle we mean a coordinate 
bundle in the sense of Steenrod [21], and we use the notations G,
A, (py 4>u]y VFy 'G, ^B, M., '(p, etc. to denote fibre bundles, where F , G,
By A, (p,U, are respectively the fibre^ group o f  the bundlej base space^ bundle 
space: proiecUon, coordinate neighborhoods, and coordinate function o f  By 
a fibre bundle of type (i^o, Go) (type QFq , Go, Bo) ) we mean a fibre bundle S  
such that F = F q, G=Go Q F=Fq, G =G q, B  = Bo). S  is a d-sphere bundle (an 
orientable d-sphere-bundle) if it is of type , Oa-^ -i) (type (S^*, R a)), where 
is the unit <i-sphere, Oa+\ is the orthogonal group of d + 1  variables, and 
Rd = Oa+i is the rotation gronp of S is a principal fibre bundle, if it is
of type (G, G), where G acts on itself as the group of left translations. A 
map*^  ^ h:A -> 'A  is a bundle map or it is adm issile, if there exists a
map h:B'~^'B such that ( I )  h(p= (^ph, (2) h\(p~ {^x) is a homaeom.orphism onto 
'(p'^Khix)), where x ^ B ,  (3) for any U  ^x, 'U 3 'x=hQx) the correspondence: 
U nh~'^CU)  ^ x^h(J)U, a; 6 G is a m.ap, where : F-^A is defined as usual
by <j>u, x(.y)=^u(x, y), y ^ F .  g and of the same type (F , G) ( (F , G, B ) ) are 
equivalent {^equivalent in  the restriced sense) if there exists a bundle map 
h : such that h : is a homeomorphism onto ( if moreover the
induced map h : B~^^B=B is an identity map).
F  is a product bundle, if G = I, A=By^F, (p(x, y)==x,U =B, (pjrKX, y )= x x y .  
If G is contained in a larger group G which operates on F , gives rise to a 
new fibre bundle by merely replacing G by G. S  and with F = 'F  are
G-equivalent QG-equivalent in  the restricted sense), if and are definable 
and are equivalent (equivalent in the restricted sense). If S  is G-equi valent
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5) Unless otherwise mentioned the definitions and terminologies are the same as may be 
found in the Steenrod's book [21], which we have in common as the standard text. 
We shall refer it to [S ]. It would have been more convenient if we had used the 
same notations. But it was too cumbersome for the author to revice all of the notat­
ions in the old manuscript, in which we used the terminologies and notations in the 
Chern-Sun's paper [2 ]. We shall refer it to [CS].
6) Generally ^  with an arc-wise connected G is called orientable,
7) A map of topological space into a topological space is always assumed to eb continuous.
in the restricted sense to the product bundle A ^ B x F , it is roughly also called 
a product bundle, S  is a portion o f  over Bod^B, and is denoted by 
if F=^F, B ^ B o , A=='ip-\Bo\ ^=V lA , U=^'Uf\B, ??
is a product o f  'f? and  and is denoted by if F=^^Fx"F, G=^G
x^'G, g y = i ' y ' ) = a g- ' 'y)  for g ^ G , B=^'BW'B, A = 'A 
W'A. (P{a')=-(Pi'ax''a')=^'iPCa)x''iPC'a\ (Puix, y)= (l> ni'xx''x/y
x''y^=^'(j>'ui''y^>^"4>"ni"x/'y'). S  is the induced bundle o f  by a  given  
map /: B-^'B , and is denoted by if F=^'F, G —'G, A = [the graph of the
many valued function 7 : jB->'A^^]==[the subset of B x ' A consisting of points 
ix /a ' )  such that /(;£:)"=V(«)], '(p {x /a )= x , U=^f'~K'U^, u^(.Xy y') = (x, (f>^u 
C/ (^)» ). Let S  be a fibre bundle of type (F , G, B ). It is called a universal 
fibre bundle o f  type (F , G, J5) if it has the following properties:
(i)  For any S  of type (F , G, j5) there exists a map / : B->B  such that the 
induced bundle
(ii)  If two maps / i , /2 : B--^B are homotopic (/ 1 ^/ 2 ), then S/^^S/2 »
(iii) If S/^^S / 2  for two maps /1 , /2 : B-^B, then /1 ^ / 2  . In the case when 
F==GIU is a homogeneous space^®\ and 5  is a polyhedron, the existence of a 
universal fibre bundle of type (F , G, B )  was assured by Steenrod The 
following theorems, which were established by Chern-Sun [C.S], are important 
in the sequel.
Theorem D. Given tivo fibre bundles f? and ivhere 'B  is  compact. Con­
sider the fibre bundle I? X/,1 2 ) be a  bundle map. Then for  
any homotopy f  :'B xI~ ^ B  o f  the induced m ap  /0 : 'i5x(0)->J5, there exists a  
bundle map inducing I  and such /KSx(O)=Zo.
Theorem E. Let F  be a principal fibre bundle such that TTj(A)=O 
Then it  is  a  universal fibre bundle o f  type (G, G, 5 ) ,  where B  is  a  polyhedron  
o f  dimension at most n.
Theorem F. The base space B o f  a universal fibre bundle o f  type (G, G, B^ 
is  at the same tim e the base space o f  a  universal fibre bundle o f  type  (F , G, jB) 
and vice versa.
The actual form of the universal fibre bundle of type (G, G, jB^) given by 
Steenrod [S ] IS {Gj Gf GItifO n XGf GmlG w+i, »... }• W^here G is a compact 
Lie group and m is sufficiently large so that Om contains Gw+ixG.^^  ^ If G is 
connected we may replace Ojc by Rk^i=Ok-
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8) f ( x ) ^ ^ ^ - : ( f ( x )  ) C ' A  for x ^ B ,
9) read ‘^equivalent in the restricted sense to*', ‘‘equivalent to” respectively.
10) See (Introduction, § 2).
11) The existence of a universal fibre bundle of type (F,  G, B )  was proved independently 
by Chern-Sun v^hen G is a linear group, F  is a coset space of G, and B  is a 
polyhedron.
12) I -  the unit interval < 0 ,1 > .
13) See, [S ], 7.5.
'S  is called the associated principal fibre bundle of if it is of type 
(G, G, B ), is the totality of bundle maps where 'a(F^
=^Fx»'V = JJ, ^)=0zr, X^ g- In such a case we may define a map  ^: 'A x F
A. by y^ Q'a, y')='a-y.'^^  ^ Finally if F= G /U  is a homogeneous space (Introduc­
tion, §2), the associated principal fibre of S  together with the natural 
map V : 'a-^'ay determine a fibre bundle of type QJ, U, A, 'A, v ,... )•
2. Eilenberg-Steenrod’s axioms for cohomology theory. We expect that 
the reader are familiar to the seven axioms for cohomology theory as were 
given by Eilenberg-Steenrod But for the sake of convenience we shall
give them here but in a slightly different form ; the excision axiom adopted 
here is the strong one.
Axiom I :  Iden tity  map /: (X , induces the iden tity  isomor­
phism  / * : H \ X , A')^H^{X, A).
Axiom I I : F or f  : (X , A ) - ( r ,  ^ : (F , ^)->(Z, C), there holds the rela­
tion
Axiom I I I : F or homotopic /, g  : (-Y, A)->(F, jB), .
Axiom IV : The folloiving sequence o f  homomorphismsi
j*  /* S
(2 .1 ) ■— A) ---- ------------------->ff\A , B^----A)------------------ >
is  exact, tvhere j : (X , B')-^{X, A), i : (A, jB) are inclusion maps.
Axiom V : Let A : (X , A ) - ( F ,  C), / 2  : (X , ^ ) - ( X ,  D), /3 : (A, Z))
induced from  f\ {X , A ,B )-^ (J{, Then commutativity relations holds
in  the d iag ram :
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C2.2)
C )---- D)--------------- >H\C, D)----Cy
/1^ /2* /1^
H {X , A )---- > i7 (X , B )— > H<^ A, B )---->H^^\X, A )---->
Axiom V F : F or the identity  map k : (^X-Int A, A-Int A )-^(X, A), is  
an isomorphism onto (^excision isomorphism').
Axiom V II : F or a  space consisting o f  a  single point P , jfiT^(P)=0 (^=hO), 
given group p (j,vhich is culled coefficient group')}^ '^^^^
3. Immediate consequences of the Eilenberg-Steenrod’s axioms.
Lemma I. //^ (^A, A )=0.
14) Here F  is regarded as a fibre bundle of type (F , G) over a point.
15) See, [S ], 8. 7.
16) See, [S ], 9. 6.
17) See also [20], [16].
18) (X , A) is assumed to be a closed pair.
19) Remember that iY^(J^,A)=^0 for /><0.
Lemma 2. I f  /: (.Y, i4)-^(F, J5) has a homotopy inverse, then is  an  
isomorphism onto. In  particular i f  (X , A), {Y , E ) have the same homotopy 
type H \ X ,  A )«i7^C r, B ),
Lemma 3, Let f  : (X , bs the iden tity  map, and let cpt (C<?'<1)
be a  deform ation  o f  Y such that ^ i(F )C X , (pt(B')GB, (pi{_B^C.A, (pt{X)C.X, 
(PtiA)GA, Then  /* is  an isomorphism onto.
Lemma 4. I f  A is  a deform ation  retract o f  X , then H^QX, A )= 0 .
Lemma 5. Let X = X iU X 2 XDADXiDX 2 , and let 
(X, A), /ui: QXi, X «nA)-(X , X^UA), : (X, A ) - (X ,  X^UA) ((/, ; )= ( ! ,  2) or
(2. 1) )  be the iden tity  maps. Then is an isomorphism onto,
/5 an isomorphism into, is  a homomorphism onto, A )=^yi^^ (X i, X i
nA )+o}2^ ^ (X 2 , X 2 n A ) is a direct decomposition, and h^Wi=l,
We give here only the proof of the last lemma. Since (X -In t (X jU A ), 
(X jU A )-Int X jU A ))= (X rIn t  (X«nA ), X^HA-Int (X ^ nA )), by making use of 
the excision axiom (Axiom VF) two times we see that is an isomorphism 
onto. By Axiom II Hence is a homo­
morphism onto and wt is an isomorphism into. It remains to prove that (X , A) 
= w i^ ^ (X i, X inA )+ W 2^ ^ (X 2 , X 2 HA) is a direct decomposition. Firstly 
noticing that H'^iXi, XiC\A')^H^{Xi\JA., A) by the excision axiom, the sequence 
vj* h *
H^{X,Xi\JA')---- >H % X,A )— >H \X i, XiPiA) is exact. Hence if ?.fyv=h^iv
=O for to ^H^QX, A ), then w=i^i^u for some u ^H^QX, X 2C\A), hence 
— I^u=/JLi^u, implying that ^^ =0, or tv==0. Secondly cciUi=cojuj, ujc^H^(X]c, 
XjcHA.) Qk= l^, 2) imply o)m=a)juj=0, i.e. m H ^ X i,  X in A ) + o)2 ^ ^ (X 2 , XaPiA) 
is a direct sum. For
Now let iv^H ^(X,A,) be arbitrary. Then 
~h^Wih'^o)-h^ivjh^iv = h^w-h^tv -0=0, implying that tv=mh^tv+ coj^ j^'^ iv,
4. Mayer cochain complexes. By a Mayer cochain complex we mean a
Sp+I
homomorphism sequence— >C -^--- ------------------------ > •••, such that j^p+i(5p=0.
It is denoted by {C^ ; dp]. The ^-th cocycle group of a given Mayer complex 
{C^;dp} is denned by Z^=[the kernel of 8p-]CC^ , Obviously dp-iC^-^CZ^. 
The factor group ic called the cohomology group of the Mayer
cochain complex.
5. Faisceau of groups. Cohomology theory with local coefficients. Let X
be a topological space, and {a] be a family of closed sets of X . If a group 
is associated with each a, and if a homomorphism %(<x^  6 ): is associated
with each pair (<?^  a) with a<a\  such that a) for a<Ca^
and such that %(<r, o )= l ,  then, following J. Leray [10], we say that a 
fa isceau  of groups p={p^, %(<;', <;)} is given over X .
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We consider in the followings only the case when X  is a polyhedron and 
\(y} is a family of all (closed) cells of X Let K={a\] be a cellular decom­
position of X  and Kq its closed subcomplex. We define : the additive group 
of all linear forms with at  ^ Ay or equivalently all function ai
denned over all g-cells of K - K q and with values in Denne a
homomorphism by dcQaY^)= I ]
Remembering the property we can easily
prove that ^^=0, obtaining a Mayer cochain complex The cohomology
groups of this Mayer complex are called the cohomology group with the 
faisceau  of groups v as coefficient domain, and are denoted by H \K , p),
Now assume that every is an isomorphism onto, and is a
simplicial decomposition. Then, if a'~Da'^  Xq , X\, X\)=-%(iXQ , a'^
d)X(i(jy Xi') = X(xo, (J^ )xC(y\ Xi), where XQffy a )^ denotes
for This enables us to defins o:(xo, Xi) = XQxi, (r)X(ayXi) without ambi­
guity. CO has the prop erty : ooCxoXi') 0)(ixix2) ... ccCxqXo)=! for (T=(X(}Xi ... Xq), 
From the above we easily see that the cohomology theory with faisceau  of 
groups as coefficient domain is e s se n tia lly th e  cohomology theory with local 
coeffioient in the sense of N. E. Staenrod [18].
6. U- and n -products. The consideration of U- and H-products appear 
only in the last two parts, where the axiomatic treatment is abondoned. But 
it is not at aU unussful to enumerate the most important of their properties 
in an axiomatic form, following Steenrod [20].2s  ^ The basic coefficient domain 
P of our oohomology theory is a ring (with unit I )  when we are dealing with 
U -product only. It is a neld for both homology and cohomology theories when 
we are dealing with U- and Pi-products.
(6 .1 ) For u^eH^CXy AiX V^eHX(XyAz) XD A 1 UA2 , the \J-product 
o f and is an element o f  H^^\Xy A\\JA2)-
(6 .2 ) The le f t  multiplication (u^\J) :H%Xy A.2)->H^^\X, AiXJAz) defined by 
(u^ {J)v'^ =^ u^ Uv'^  is linear \ similarly the right multiplication (VJv"^ ) : H^iXy A.\) 
^H^^^(XyAi\JA.i) defined by (\Jv )^u^=u^\Jv  ^ is linear.
(6 .3 ) Lei fi:{X y A .i)-^ {Y y B i){i= -ly 2 \ f^ :{X y A i\ JA 2 )^ {Y y B i\ JB 2 ) be in­
duced from  / :( X ,  A l, A 2 ) - ( r ,  5 i ,  ^ 2 ). Then f^^Xu^VJv^)=fi^u^\Jf2H\ fo r
U^eH^Yy Bi)y V^eHXYyBz).
(6. 4) T f eH%X)y ([Jv" )^ maps the cohomology sequence o f  the triple (X, A, B )  
into its e lf  homomorphi call y but raising the dimension by q, /. e. commutativity 
relations hold in the diagram :
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21) denotes the incidence number of and a?. For its axiomatic definition
see [4 ], [16 ]. The cells which appear in this paper ate homemrophs of the unit 
full-sphere. [ :  ]  is accordingly either=-0 or ± 1 .
22) As for this formulation of local coefficients see also P. Olum's paper: Obstructions to 
extensions and homotopies, Annals of math.
23) As for the concrete definition of U " ^nd H-products, see Lefschetz ‘^algebraic topology’\
----> H ^ iX ,A )—  ^ H K X ,B ')— > ----> H»*KX,
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(U«") (U^*) (U»")(U»«)
B )— B )---- >H”*^^KX, A }-
where QUv'^ ) : H^ (^ A„ B)->-H’^ *\A, B ) is an abreviated noiation o f  *'*
being induced by the identity map i :A-^X. Such abreviation is ahvays used.
(6 .4 ) The l e f t  multiplication («”U ) has the analogus property.
(6 .5 ) /or 6 H^-(ZM i). V^€HXX,A2\
(6 .6 ) (««Ut)“)Uw’‘ =  «*’U(t'®UM;’') for u‘’ £ H X X ,A i) ,  v " e H \ X ,A 2\ 
iv’- 6 H ’-(X, As), XDAiUAzUAs •
The direct sum /f*(X, ^4)= S p F * ’(X , A )  thus becomes a ring with respect 
to the U-product and is called the cohomology ring  of the pair (X , A.'). The 
commutation rule (6 .5 ) bolds in H ^ X , A).
(6 .7 ) Now let us assume that p is a field, and {X ,A )  is a polyhedral pair. 
H ^{X ,A ) and Hp(^X,A) are dual to each other, i.e . inner product <C«*’.
of ^H^CX, A \ z” ^Hp(X, A )  are defined in such a way that ( i)  <«*’, z*’>  
is bilinear, (ii)  any homomorphism 7/: H ’^ iX, A)-^p is representable in the form 
if(M*’)= < «^ , Zp> in a unique way, (iii) any homomorphism v : Hp{Y, A)-^p is 
representable in the form v(z®)=<«^, z*’>  in a unique way.
(6.8) For a  map f  : (X, A)->(F, B\ the induced maps f  ^  ■. H \ Y , B)-^H%X, A), 
f* :H p {X , A)-^H p{Y,B) are dual to each other, i .e . z*”>  
fo r  u ^ iH \ Y ,B ), z^£H%X, A).
Now we define the C\-product of v’‘ ^H%X') and z”+® 6 7/j,+«(.Y) by
the relation^"* :^
(6 .9 ) <«*’, z”+®>/or ever>> u^ ^ H \ X ). Correspondingto
(3 .3 ) we have
(6.10) / * ( / V n 2^ +^)=«^n/*z*^®, fo r  u“ ^H%Y\ z”*'> ^ H p ^ X ).
I. Composable and minimal elements-^®) Let x  be a connected polyhedron, 
and let ,o bs a field, as in the end of the last section. Then the cohomology 
ring H *{X^  has a unit I €fl'®(Z); lUtt*’=w”Ul=tt*’ for any u” ^ H \ X ), and 
H \ X ')= {a-l\ , a ^ p  (immediate consequence of the axioms). An element 
u” ^H^(X), which can be generated from the elements of H ^ X ) , ... ,H^~^(X} 
by U-multiplication and addition, is called a composable element of H \ X ). u^  
is therefore of the form m*”= S  Vt\Jwt, where Vi, wi are homogeneous and of 
positive dimensions. The totality of ^-dimensional composable elements 
obviously constitutes a subspace S \ X )  of H ^ X X  An element u’^  of fl'^(X) 
which is not a composable element is called prim itive. We can choose an
24) We need only the absolute case In this paper.
25) See, [7 ] , [15 ], [6 ] .
irreducible system of generators {I, u\j U2 , , ui] of the cohomology ring 
consisting of homogeneous elements. Obviously the ^-dimensional u is  in the 
above system oonstitute a linearly independent representative system of H^CX) 
/S\X )y  and conversely if we choose for each p a linearly independent repre­
sentative system of H^CX')I ^X), their union qonstitutes an irreducible system 
of generators of Thus dim (/f^(X)/S^(X) ). It is called the
rank  of X .
An element of H p(X ) is called minimal, if it is orthogonal to every 
element of S ^ (X ): =O: is a minimal element of H p(X ) if and
only if it is contained in the annihilator M p(X) in H p(X ) of S^(X). It is 
easily seen that the condition of minimality of is evuivalent to the following 
condition:
(7 .1 ) I f  0 < r< ^ , everyu^ ^ ( X ) , F or the minim al elements the 
follotving fa c ts  are fu n d am en ta l:
(7 .2 ) L e t f  :X ^ Y  be a  mmap. Then f  H p(X)-^H p(Y) maps M p(X) into 
M p(Y).
(7 .3 ) I f  H p(X)=^() f o r  0<^<6?, then any ^H a(X ) is m inimal. In  p a r t i­
cular a  d'dimensional homology element o f  a homology d-sphere is  minimal,
(7 .4 ) The rank o f  X  is  equal to Y1p>i dim  M p(X),
(7 .5 ) Let K pC H p(X ) he a  subspace and Kp Hs annihilator in  H^(X). I f  
K pHM p(X)=^Q f o r  each #>0, {I, K\ ,K ^, ,  iTp , }  generates H'^(X),
We shall prove only (7.2). Let ^Mp(X). Then for each ^H^(Y), 
0 < r < p ,  by (6.10).
8. The cohomology ring of a group manifold. Pontrjagin ring. Let X  be
a group manifold.^ *^  ^ The structure of the cohomology ring H ^(X ) is investiga­
ted by H. Hopf [7] and H. Samelson [15]. We state here only such results 
which we need in Part Let H ^ (X )= Y lpH p(X )  be the total homology
group. We can introduce in H ^(X ) a multiplication z^ oz"^  as follows: Let 
Ifj: Xy. X-^X  be defined by yi(x' y^ x")=^x'x", If c^  and are singular cycles of 
X , then Xe® and rj(c^'Xc^) are singular cycles of X ^ X  and X  respectively. 
The homology class of tj(c^xc^) is determined by the homology classes of 
C^ , respectively, and is denoted by 2 0^ 2 «. This product was first introduced 
by Pontrjagin [13] and is called the P on trjag in  product,
(8 .1 ) H ^(X ) becomes a  r ing  $(-Y) with respect to the P on trjag in  m ultipli­
cation.
(8 .2 ) Let M%,(X) = Y i M p(X ) and let A\(M J(-Y)) be the Grassmann algebra
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28) For detail see [7 ] , [15 ], [8 ].
over the f ie ld  p o f  the space M j(-Y ). Then  A  (M J (X ) )=  Ap(M,^(-Y) ) 
by the correspondence \ I(fiA ? 2 ... a ... 0 ?^  (f/^ M J(X ) ).
The elements of S  (M J(-Y) ) are called composable (or more preciselyP>2
o-composable^y and the elements of the annihilator M *(X ) in i/ *(X ) of
Xl Ai> (M i(-^ ) ) ^re called minimal (or more precisely o-minimal'). Obviously
M *(X ) is the direct sum of the spaces M^(-Y)^M*(-Y)nH^^(-Y). We put
M K X )^  B  M^CXX 
p>i
(8 .3 )  A (M f(-Y) )^/jT'*'(X) by the correspondence a^ 2 ... Affc)=^iU?2U ... 
U?fc( «^ €M +(-Y )). Thi/s the linearly independent basis o f  M f(X )  together 
ivith I  constitute an irreducible system o f  generators o f  the rin g
We use further the facts :
(8 .4 )  M 2 K-Y ) = 0  (v > 0 ): every non-trivial m inim al homogeneous element o f
is  odd dimensional,
(8 .5 ) M^''(-Y)=0 (i^>0); every non-trivial m inim al homogeneous element o f  
/f*(-Y) is  odd dimensional.
As a dual operation of the left 0 -multiplication (^ 0^ ) :  H  
( 2 0^ )2 « = 2 0^ «^, where p{X)y we denne an operation
H ^ ^ X X )-H \ X )  by:
(8. 6) z^oz^y .
Then the following is the lemma 2.2 of [ 8 ] :
(8 .7 ) Let a4=0 be a  subring o f  H (^^X ,^ I f  a is  stable under every (vz)y 
Z  ^H ^(X ), then a is  generated by I  and a  subspace o f  M t(X ), i ,e ,  a con^  
tains I and is  generated by the minimal elements belonging to a.
Part II 
I. Characteristic groups and characteristic isomorphisms of a set system.
Given a set system '^\={A=An'DAn^yD ••• D^oD-A-i}, we consider, for 
the cohomology sequence of the triple (A q, Aq^, Aq^O-
(Qt qr, q>0
(I. I )  —  ^H \ A , , A O --------H \ A ^  , A,,")
Pd « 0
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A ," ) ---------->H ’‘*K A a, A ,' )—
For brevity we shall write [ 5 ', q” ), (q, q'~\, {_q'~], {q )  instead of {q' +1, q', q"), 
{q> q'-'i-), {q '+1, q', 4 - I ) ,  {q, q -1 ,  - I )  respectively. Furthermore we put 
Aq^An (q'^n), A = ^ - I ( 5 < - l ) .
Now we define
(1 .2 ) & ( p - q )  =  KA-) =  H »{A q, A , - i ) ,
(1 .3 ) l l i p - q )  =  kernel “  =  image « ( ^ > - 2 ) ,
(I. 4) 35 |(^ -9 ) =  kernel yT^' =  image .
Clearly S&=S»+i= ■"> ^?='-8fc= -"for sufficiently large ft: we shall denote them 
by i% , Slo respectively. We see also that
(1 .5 ) 6« =  S I 2 D S - 1  =  S O S p  -  DSJ,D952=D -  =  0.
Let us prove for instace SfcD95i>. Remembering that the transitivity rela­
tion holds in the diagram:
H % A ,, A - i)< --------- ^ , - 1 )
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we have image - im a g e
Theorem I.
(1 .6 ) : SLi(i>)/SK^) ^  n X V \ p - k - l ' ) m ^ ^ * \ p - k - l ) .
Theorem 2. being the kernel o f  the injection homomorphism
A-i')-DH^*\A^, ^ - 1), we have
(1 .7 ) W: ® ^  3U/>)/»U/>) •
Lemma I. Assume that the transHiviiy relations hold in the diagram :
Gi
V  I *
Gi > Gi — >Gi ,
d\ A <P 
dz
Gb
and ihai the hom orphisms ^ ; 2^ ,  ^ are exact. I f  we put V —kernel d\, 
Y^  = Uernel di\ J= kern el  2^ , A'=^kernel 2^  ^ have I A.
P r o o f :  For X O—0i^x^(pdiX. Therefore, from the exactness of 2^ , (p, 
OiX=Ozy for some y ^Gs- From the exactness of Oi, cp, 02'y = (p0iX=^ 0y implying 
that y  ^A\ Although y cannot be determined uniquely, but for two such y 
OzCyi-y2^=0. Therefore y i-y z ^  A, Thus we obtain a homomorphism V'^ A^^ / A, 
which is easily verified to be an onto homomorphism. That the kernel of this 
homomorphism is T is also clear.
P r o o f  o f  Theorem I : We have only to apply Lemma I to the following 
diagram:
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. A)
oCQ'+fc+lrC) C^« + fc + 2>g':i VP+q+\ Tp+gf+1
H^*%Aa, A -T T --------- A ) ---------------------------------- A - i ) .
In the same way we can prove Theorem 2.
Considering the factor groups of the groups in (1 .5 ) by we have
(1 .8 ) W ? - € ) l2 3 € > l i - € ) " D  -  D^loD^loD =  
and the isomorphisms of Theorem I, 2 become
( 1 . 9 )  ^  ,
(1.10) W: €>i( )^/^2o(/>).
Definition I. For the set system % we call ^IQp'), ^lCp), 0, the
characteristic groups and the characteristic isomorphisms of In the case 
when one wishes to make explicit the fact that they are associated with 
they are written as €>r"(5t), (D(%\ if(5X).
Definition 2. A map / : A-^A' is called a map of the set system ^ into 
and is denoted by / : H f {Aq')GAq for each q, where W = {A '= A nD A n -i
D - O y l l i l .
Theorem 3. f  obviously induces the homomorphisms\
(1.11) / ^ : €>r (^^F) — > €>r ,
" ( w ) — ^ ( ^ 0 ,
and hence the homomorphisms
f ^ :  €)?:?(^0/€)r W —^  ©.^:?(^0/€>r W
commute tvith the characteristic isom orphism :
The proof is omitted (cf, the proof of Theorem 4).
Definition 3. Two maps f  o , are called homotopic (in the weak
sense), if there exists a map F  \ A'k I-^ A  such that F (a , 0)=/o(a), F (a , I )
=  /i(«), F ( A x / )c 4 . - i .
Theorem 4. I f  fo ,fi:% -^ W  are homotopic, then f^ = f f , - I ,
P r o o f :  It is sufficient to p r o v e f o r  any Ifw e
define I :  pLti A-^Ay^I by ^(ax^)=a,/^i(a)==fl5x(0, commutativity
relations hold in the diagram
<------------------------------------------- --------
^  i
A ,-i')---- A ,-2)T = ^ H ’’*% A,x I  A -2 x / ) ,
V-l*
and fJLi^  are inverses of each other. Choosing  ^^H^'^%Aq+i, X - i )  such that 
we have Therefore i*(/o'^V-/i'^c)
- 0 ,  / o * C - / i * C  / ^ = / f ( ^ > ~ l ) .
2. Leray’s relation for Poincare polynomials. In this section we take the 
rational number field as the coefficient group of our cohomology theory. We 
define three kinds of polynomials as follows:
Q^ o P^ Q^O
s') =  S  q), where ,o(m) denotes the rank of m.P^Tc + l^  q^ O
The following relation among these polynomials was given by ]. Leray [11]: 
If for any p, q,
(2 .1 ) s) =  ©(/, s)+  f  s) .
fc=0
P r o o f :  s ) - S  S  /^VCC)?:?/©^")= Sfe = 0 fc=0 + P>1^ Q>Q
+ S  r6V (€> rv€> f«)+  S  f ' s w r v c - i ’ o + - =  sP>2^ <i>Q P>1^ Q>0
- [  S  /isV(C>J’ *)+  S  /V.o(€>!’ * ) + - ] = m s ) -  S  [ i”sV(€>2=’ ®)+^i,sV(€'L’ *)
9>0 Q>0
+#Vp(^L’";+•••]=?(#, s ) -  S
*: = 0 * = 0  + 
fc = 0 + 2 P>0^ <1>2
= I] S i*’sV(^r*)+-= S #Vp(ffS?*)= S3>?0 P^ o P>0^ Q>2 P>O^Q^O
S ( i * ^ + l + 6 * + 2 ) ® ,( ^ ,  S ) = 5 P ( / , S ) -  S  f ^ s V € > « ' ) +  S  i ’^sV C tS,’ * )  =  $ ( / ,  S)
fc=0 2>
-  f  /•^sVC€)''’ V^S.’ ® )= 5p (f, S )--  S  s ) .
P Q^ o
3. Results for homology theory. The discussions and theorems in the 
preceeding sections may apply to homology groups, homotopy groups, as well
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as cohomotopy groups. For later use we state here the results for homology 
groups briefly. The sequence corresponding to (I . I )  is the homology sequence 
of the triple QAq, Aq', Aq"):
-(q f qf i Q'O
_
(3 .1 ) <----H \A q, Aq')^---------- ff^’CAq, Aq")
c^a > Q/ f Q'O » Q/ f q'O
<----------H\Aq', Aq") <---------- H^^KAq, Aq') <----- .
We define:
(3 .2 ) ^ % p -g )  =  C»-»> «(91) -  H XA q, A q -i) , E l(P ~ g )  =  S r® ’ "OD =  kernel
 ^ . O ( I )  =  kernel "
=  im age ’ «  .
(3 .3 ) (1;« =  B1iDS? =  S « D 3 D -  DS?oD»^D • • 0 » g D S liS « « D S ^  =  0 
Theorem V.
(3 .4 ) § :  s iw / S L i( i> )  ^  .
Theorem 2^  ^  ^ being the im age o f  the in jection  homomorphism  
(A q , A^i)~->H^^\Ay ive have
(3 .5 ) W-I: ^  .
(3 .6 ) W O © ?  =  t o  -  D ^lD  =  O.
Similarly Theorem 3  ^ corresponding to Thearem 3, 4. hold for homology 
theory.
If Aq are polyhedra and we are based upon suitable coefficient groups for 
instance the rational number :iield for both cohomology and homology groups, 
we have the following dualities: ^Kp) and ^KP) are dual to each other ; Sl(P)* 
^^ k(P)y Cire annihilators o f  '^l(p)y '^iKp) respectively, and H^^" (^A)
are dual to each o th er ; W^ y ® and  ® are annihilators o f  each other,
4. Application to cohomotopy groups. Theorem 1-4 also apply to cohomo­
topy groups [16], under certain restriction of dimensions. Let K  be an 
;2 -complex and let be its ^-section (^ = -1 ,  0, ••• ,n ), Let us put A.q=-K"^  such 
that we obtain a set system ••• DZT-^==Oj.
Let n\X, y )  denote the ^-th relative cohomotopy group. Then ^KP) 
for 2(^ + ^ )-l><?, and for 2(p  + q )-V ^ n ,  are de:iined;
'^%P) for 2(j  ^+ ^ ) - l > ^ - l ,  for 2(/> + ^ ) - l> w , are also deigned.
Thus in these cases where 2(^ + ^ )> ^ + 2 and q —n, or 2(^ + ^ )>:;2 + l  and 
^<>2 -1, we are not restricted in applying Theorem 1-4. In the remainder we 
assume that p, q range over the domain refered to above.
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First of all it should be remarked that the following facts are known*® :^
(5 .1 ) f K'‘~'^')^CKK,(_p + qy‘) where <^1')’^  denotes the h-th homo- 
topy group o f  the l-sphere S‘ .
(5 .2 ) (O'" =  O f o r  h < l .  hence & ip )-= 0  fo r  p > 0 ;  ( h f ^ I ;  (hT*-^^Tz fo r  
h > 3  ; (/jy + 2  ^  / 2  f o r  h > 2 .
(5 .3 ) H X p )^ H % K ,( p  + Q y),
(5. 4) ^+«-071“’ " =  O,
(5 .5 ) ©”(0) =  ©”i(o) =  €>s.(o), €>“-i(o ) =  €>”T'(o) =  c » r '(O ),
^”-2(0) =  ©”T"(0)D€>r^(0) =  €>2r'(0) ,
(5 .6 ) JfS,(0) =  0 , S>2,(-1) =  ^ K --D . t l ( - 2 )  =  ® ^ (-2 ),
(5 .7 ) W e also denote by 0 the following composite homomorphism:
€>li(0)— > C>ii(0)/€>?(0)— > r / 2 ( - l )/ l? r ^ ( - l )  =  ^ ?r 'C -l)  = ^S.^"(-l)C€>lf
( —1). I f  in  virtue o f  the isomorphism o f  (5 .3 ) tve substitute
I 2) f o r  €>li(0), €>li^(—I )  respectively, the homomorphism 0 :  €>li(0) 
-— ^€*lt^(“ l )  coresponds to the Steenrod’s squaring homomorphism: Sqq-2 :
H \ K , I ) ---- >H'‘* K K , l 2) ,  so that^KO') and  i ? r ^ ( - l )  may be id en tified  to
K ernel {Sqq-2}dH ^(,K , I ) ,  Im age  {H ®(^,/)} respectively.
Keeping in mind the above remark, we have:
(i) tz\ K )  «  n’XK)/K<>’ ” «  €»S,(0)/I?2,(0) = ©”(0) «  H \ K ,  /) («>3).«)
This is the Hopf-Whitney’s classification theorem of maps of an ^-complex 
into an w-sphere
( ii)  7th ^  €>r^(o)/s?r’(o) =  .&”- i ( o ) ,
ttO, " -yn -h  ” «  €>2=( -D/^2= = €>”( -l)/l?!li( - I ) ,
or
7t'‘-KK)/7tO, ”- i H ^ -K K , I ) ,
n ,^ »-i ^  H \ K , l2)ISq„-,H "-K K , /) , (:«>5).«)
This is the Steenrod’s classification theorem of maps of an M-complex into 
an («-l)-sphere.
(iii) 7:”-2 (^ ) =  7ti.”-3,
TTi- "-VttO. « - 2  ^  e>r=*(o)/^r"(o) =  €>r"co),
o^, ^  _  l)/ ^ «-'( - I )  =  § ”-V ( -  l)/ l? r 'C -  I )  .
^“1> '‘-V tt- s. “ !=« €•”( -2)/^2,( - 2 )  = €>’•( -2)/Sf^( - 2 )  ,
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or
^  Kernel [SQn-,] CH^^KK. /) ,
o^, »*-1 ^  H ^-l(K , l2V'SQn^5fI^-3(^K, I )  ,
In order to determine the group r  or “ 2) we must consider:
d>: © r^ (0 )---- > ^ K -2)/ ^^ C -2)C €>X -2)A ^ ?(-2),
0 :  ---- > ^ -C -2)A r*(-2 ) = ^ tC -2 )C © \ -2 ) ,
or
r  : /) — > H \ K , 12)1 KU  - 2 )  ,
Qft: /2 ) — > (.HXK, /2 ) , where H l^ X K , I )  -  Kernel
[Sqn^,] C H ^ -K K ,! ) .
Part III 
Fibre bundles over a complex
1. Let f?= [F, G ; A, 0, be a fibre bundle over a complex J5, I. e. a 
finite polyhedron with a definite cellular decomposition We denote 
the ^-section of B  hy , and the inverse image of ^ by where is 
any subset of B, Let -Bo a given subcomplex of jB, and put Aq—B'^VJBo, Aq's 
form a set system {A =AnDAw-iD - - O A o D ^ -i}, the characteristic groups 
and isomorphisms of which are now precisely analysed. The method is axio­
matic, and is closely parallel to the one which was used when Eilenberg-Steenrod 
proved the coincidence of the axiomatic cohomology groups of a complex with 
the ordinary one calculated from its cellular structure.
2. The case: B=E^. If B = E ^ , S  is a product bundle, and without loss 
of generality we may assume that A ^ = B x F .  Let the northern and 
southern hemi-spheres of be denoted by E+ , EL  respectively. Then the 
equator is S'*''^=£‘+ n -E 'l. In this section we take Bo=O, Consider the coho­
mology sequence of the triple (E+ , , E l“ )^ :
Since H ^ iE + , E L )= 0  by (I, §3, Lemma 4), the coboundary homomorphism d 
in the above sequence is an isomorphism onto. On the other hand, we obtain 
an excision isomorphism by Axiom VF
(I, §2). Combining these, we obtain isomorphisms:
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32) This is the only group which is not known to be calculable froni a given s-mplicial 
decomposition of K,
(2.1) gr-x: , SI"') ,
(2. 2) - g o :  H \ E l)  — > , 5^“i)  .
Father it is easy to see that the injection homomorphism i^:
is an isomorphism onto, and combining it with g^  we obtain the following
isomorphism onto:
(2 .3 ) h^: H % E l) —
Since £+ is homeomorphic with the fibre F , we have
(2. 4) ^  HXF^).
In particular, considering the case when H  consists of a single point,
(2 .5 ) H \ E \  , S "- i)  -  O (^p-¥q\ otherwise «  HKE% ) C-  p : the coefficient 
group).
3. The structure of H^ +^ (u4q, ^Q-]) =  ^^(p). W eput u\—a1~al. Let /? :
5?), n \  v?:
Aq-\) be the homomorphisms induced by 
identity maps Then /i? is an isomorphism onto for a ^ ^ B o ,  and 
is dennable. Since ^iWi=I; consequently tv'l is an isomorphism into
and Al is a homomorphism onto. Now applying the argument in the proof of 
Lemma 5 (I, §3), we see that
(3 .1 )
is a direct decomposition. Now let 7«: (^ + , S^"^)-^(5?, be an admissible 
map, the existence of which is assured by the Feldbau's theorem. Then
(3 .2 ) M -  (7**)-W 7^* : H \ a l) ----
is an isomorphism onto. By (3 .1), (3 .2 ) we obtain:
Proposion I. The elements o f  H^-^XAq, are o f  the form
J2itVihi(a^) y where and the summation is ranged over all i with
B q ,
4. Mayer cochain complexes \ o!p^ q} and S ) ; /p,«}. Since.
+ J^>+Q + l / i> + g+l^ '^ i) + 3~U ,
( 4 .1) — > ^ \ p ^ ----------> --------- > ^^^KP) — >
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l>+5 *2)-(-Q+l
is a Mayer cochain complex for each fixed p, The corresponding cohomology 
groups are €>®(^)=€>li(^).
We define now another Mayer cochain complex. For any closed cell a of
B, we define If o<Ca', the identity map g-^o' induces a homomorphism
%(<;, (tO- Pa-'-^ Pa-- since for a point x (^t both of the injection homomor-
phisms are isomorphisms onto, so is X((j, a').
We define <^ 01 Then it is easy to see that {.o ;^ X((j\ a')} is a
faisceau  of groups over B. The Mayer cochain complex corresponding to this 
faisceau  of groups is denoted by {L%p, g), Ipyp},
Our goal is the following theorem:
Theorems. The two Mayer complexes {^Kp), (/piq\y hy q} are
equivalent: more precisely^ there exists an isomorphism k : F)-^^\p')y such
that
(4. 2) =  Klpy q .
tc is actually given by k :
P r o o f : It is sufficient to prove, for each a^al^LXp, S ),
a^ p^ qK^ Oial) = dpy q{a\al) , or
(4 .3 ) X]'^ a^^ p^ qivlhlai==h]^ (^{_(y]^  ^\ for each j  with
Condition C4. 3) may be further simplified. Consider the diagram:
+q
H^^KAq, Aq-^l)--------------------- Aq^ly Aq^
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H^^Xoh dj)<----H^^XAqy (B^^u^)UBo)
6 iO*
Since commutativity relations hold in the diagram, (4 .3 ) reduces to:
(4 .4 ) d d K tA Y W i  =  h T K i^ r :^ 5^(^r^» 4 )  .
( i )  The case: (4 4) becomes:
(4 .5 ) dd^X^lY^bi =  O . for hi  ^ , 5?) .
Consider the diagram:
-^------------- - ----- G*
dl)<^H^^KAqy (£"-^/?)U-Bo)---- >^^-"^(5^ )
92* y /  93*
where (p"s are identity maps. Commutativity relations hold in the diagram ; 
is an excision isomorphism ; (p^ '^-=0. Consequently, ^*(Af?)'“^  =  ^ 3*(^ ?^i' )^'"^=0 , 
which proves (4.5).
(ii) The case Commutativity relations hold in the follow­
ing diagram:
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0*
( ^ r ' - ^ f ) )  — ^ r ' ) »
8
where ^’s are identity maps.
Since ^4* is an exision isomorphism, (4.4) reduces to :
(4 .6 ) 4lhr^X(or\  4 ) « ? .
Now let us consider the case : <jf] =  + l. In this case 
- '/ i .  Representing dj as a product space crfxF, let fi(x ,y )= -(i/i(ix\ gi(x ,y ))y  
^fKx, y ) = C f j{x ), gj(Xf ), where (x, y)^E\ . Then, since E\ is contractible, 
without loss of generality, we may assume gi{x, y )= g iy , gjCx, y^=^gjy where giy 
g j^ G , Further we may assume 7  j = , f  is not changed by doing so.
Thus assumed we have ? i— fjgy where g is an automorphism of E\ defined 
b y : g :  E l3  (ix, y}-^(x, gJ^giy^=Cx, gy) € £+ . It is obvious that, h^g^-=g^h^: 
, S^-i). Hence 7«*) 7i^=K(P^^X'f
Qg^Y'  ^ g^'7'^=K(p^^) (Z fJ) . Therefore (4 .6 ) reduces to :
(4 .7 ) K<P^^y  ^ , al) .
The proof of (4 .7 ) is easy.
Finally let Let r be denned by r(lo > •••, , f«+i)=(?o»••• ,
, f«+i), and put ? 5 =^  fjT  and '''^ =(//>“W /j* . Then ( / j t )
^ ( f  • Butsincethe latter operating on H '^^XE+'^ )^ is the
identity, while the former (r^y^=T^ operating on . 5®) only changes
sign, , a\) , al)a\  , which proves (4.6).
Theorem 5 is thus proved.
5. Orientablecase (G=arc-wise connected). The group Z,^(^, g ) is iso­
morphic to the ordinary cochain group C X B -B o ,  of B  with the ^-th 
cohomology group of the fibre as coefficient domain. The isomorphism is realized 
as follows:
Let (ft: CJi X F-^di be any admissible map, and put (pu x'- F   ^y- c^pu ^iy) 
= (Pi{Xy y), (PU X induces obviously isomorphism <pf^  x : E [\ 3 l)^ H \ F )y  not depend­
ing on a special choice of x^a"^. Then k : L^ (/>, &) 3 S  (^ f^, ^
QB- B o ,  I I % F ) )  is the desired isom.orphism. Now and throughout the remain­
der of this paper we assume that g is orientable, i. e. G is arc-wise connected. 
Then the above isomorphism /c is indedendent of a special choice of <pi. Let 
<p/ be another admissible map, then the map <;? 3 x-^(Pi^x(p],x=gix 6 G is homotopic 
to the constant map 3 X-^e € G, where e denotes the unit element of G. Hence
<Pi,x-=(pf xy as desired. From this we can prove that S=Jclp, : C X B -B o y  
H ^(F) Bo y H \ F ) )  is an ordinary coboundary operator. Thus we
have:
Theorem 6. The Mayer cochain complex {L\p, S ) ; lp,q], and hence { (^/>), 
a!pU], is  equivalent to the Mayer complex { C \ B - Bq y In  p a r t i­
cular h \ P \ '^ X P \ ^ \ P ) are isomorphic to Z \ B --B o , H \ F ) \  B \ B  -  Bo , 
H^{F^ ), H \ B - B o  y H ^(F) ) respectively, In  particular, i f  our basic coefficient 
domain is  a  fie ld , ^ K p) is isomorphic to the Kronecker product H % B -B o )  
® H % F).
6. Invariance theorem. The characteristic groups and isomorphisms in the 
precceding sections depend not only on the fibre bundle f? but also on a cellular 
decomposition (iT, .K'o) of the base space (J5, ^o). Therefore their strict nota­
tions should have been K ,K o ) ,  etc. Now let us consider for a given 
S  various cellular decompostions of (5 ,  Bo) and find the relations among the 
corresponding characteristic groups and isomorphisms.
Theorem 7. W ith each pair  {(iT, Ko), CK, /^To)} o f  cellular decompositions 
o f  iB ,B o ) ,  ive may associate isomorphisms iv {{K ,K o ), {'K,^Ko")\'.
' K /K o )  -  "CS; K ,K o \  ^K,^Ko) -  ^ V \ % K ,K o \
(g , 'K, %% ; K , K o) such that (Z)(S ; K , K o)tv {(K , K o), C K , ^Ko)]
^ w {(K , /To), C K , ^Ko)] 'K, 'Ko\ ; K , K o )w { iK , K o), C K , rKo)}
=^w{(K,Ko), C K ,' K o) } w(%; rK,^Ko), and such that to K K , K o), C K ,  ^K )}  
tu{CK,^Ko), C^K, "Ko)]=^w\{K, Ko\ C^K, '^Ko)].
P r o o f :  Let be a bundle map, which induces a cellular map
f  iQK, Ko)'-^CKj^Ko), where 'QK, Ko), C K ,'K o )  are given cellular decomposi­
tions of (B , Bo), C B ,'B o)  respectively. Then / induces a m ap/  ^ of the set 
system ; K ,K o )  into the set system 'K ,'K o)- By Theorem
3(11, induces in turn a homomorphism f ^ :  €>^^(''3; 'K ,'K o )
K , Ko), etc., commuting with 0, W. L e t/ i : be another bundle
map which induces a cellular map A : (K , Ko')-^C K,'K o), and which is con­
nected to /o=/ by a continuous family of bundle maps: ( 0 < f < l ) .  We 
assume further that each f t  induces f t : {B , Bo)-^CB, 'Bo'). f t  need not be 
cellular, but we may suppose for each q. For, if otherwise, we 
first replace f t  by gt with the above property by deformation, and then replace 
f t  by gt which induces gt by Theorem D (L  §1). Thus assumed, A  induces a 
homotopy o f / ^ , / f : and by Theorem 4(11, ? ,1 )  we obtain:
( 6 . 1 )
We first consider the case: Bo = B o, C K , 'K o )> (K , K o) { C K ,'K o )  is
a subdivision of CK, K o) ). Let g i be a cellular map C K , 'K o)-^(K , K o) which 
is homotopic to the identity go: (B , Bo)~^(.B, Bo) the homotopy being
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By Theorem D, there exists a continuous family of bundle maps g t  which 
induces gt and such that is the identity I. Obviously ^iC^^OCl, and induces
etc.; l^(9I)C'?t and induces 1#: 
K . K o) etc. Now, since and
are homotopic to the identities I :  I :  respectively, by Theorem
4  Therefore and are both isomorpeisms onto, and
inverses to each other. Since I (and hence 1^) depends only on KyKo', 
^ K /K o ,  so is We put tv{CK,Ko)> CK^ ^Ko)] , tvlCK^'Ko). (K , Ko)} 
= g t  . Obviously if ^^Ko)>CKy 'K o)> (K , KoX tvKK, Ko), C K , ^Ko)]
w {C K ,^K o), (K,Ko)}=-tv{C\K,^^Ko\ QK, K ,) } .  Now let (K , Ko\ {K , Ko) be 
arbitrary two decompostions of {B , Bo)- Let C K , 'Ko)^(^K, K o) be so fine that 
the identity map (B , Bo)->(B, Bo) can be approximated by a cellular map (p- 
(^K, 'Ko)-^CK, Ko).^^  ^ By making use of Theorem D, a bundle map (p: 
which induces (p can be defined, inducing homomorphisms (p^: Ky Ko)
X^, ^K,^Ko) etc. By (6 .1) (p^  is independent of the special (p- We put 
w {(K , K o)C K , K o)}= w \ (K ,K o), C K /K o ) }  w V K,^Ko), C K .K o)}. It is inde- 
dendent of the subivision chosen. Now by the discussion used in the special 
case: C K , \ K o)> (K , K o), we see that w {(K , Ko), (K , Ko)] w ^ K , Ko) C K /K o ) ]  
showing that wlQK, Ko), (_K, Ko)]'s are isomorphisms onto. That 
w {{K ,K o ) , C K,^K o)]iv\CK ,^Ko), C'K,'^Ko)] =^tv\iK,Ko), C^K,'^Ko)], and 
that W commute with 0, are obvious, and the theorem is proved.
By Theorem 7, we may unite ^ l^ \ F \ K ,K o ) ,  etc. into ^ l^ \ F ,B ,B o )  
" (S ;  K^^\ Ko^ '^>\ iv{(K^^\ Ko^ '^>\ {K^^\ Ko^ '^>)] ] etc. An element w 
of B ,B o )  is of the form: K^^\ Ko^^ )^,
u^^')^tv[(K^^\ Ko^ '^>), (K^^\ Ko^ '^>)}
The influence under a general bundle m^ ap /: may be discussed in an
obvious way.
8. Results for homology theory. AU the results in the preceding sections 
may be similarly stated in terms of homology theory. In particular:
Theorem 6. I /  G is  arc-ivise comiected, the M ayer chain complex {^" {^p), 
o!p^q2i] equivalent to the Mayer chain complex {C^{B,Bo \ H^^F)), 0}. In  
particular hKP\ ^%PX ^ K p) are isomorphic to Z % B ,B  ; H % F )), B H B ,B o \ 
H^(F) ), H" (^B, Bo ; H ^(F) ) respectively, In  particular, i f  our basic coefficient 
domain is a  fie ld , H'^(p) is  isomorphic to theKronecker product H" (^B, Bo) 
f^ F ) .
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9. Corollaries to Theorem 6 (and 6'). Throughout the remainder of this 
paper B, F  are assumed to be connected polyhedra of dimensions n and d  
respectively, and G is arc-wise connected.
33) We may assume that See, J . H. C. Whitehead [26],
34) ( g f ) ^  f ^ g ^ .
Cor. I. I f  H^(F)=Q, in particular i f  ^><0 or p'>d, then 6*Ci>)=0.
Cor. 2 H KA a', ^O=O iq'>q>P').
Proof-. W iA a , A )= 0 , Aa)=^'^^KP-q-l)--0, H KAa^i, A«)=0
from the exactness of 0=H ’^ {Aq+i, Aq+\)~^H’^ {A.t+i, A.n')-*H’^ iA.q+\, Aqy=O, 
and so on.
The intuitive meaning of Cor. 2 is better understood in the dual form :
(9.1) H^iAti', Aq) =Q iq'^q'^p). (9.1) implies :
(9.2) (,Taking Bo=O), any p-cycle in A is homologous to a  p-cycle in Ap \ any 
(P-X)-Cyde which is homologous to O in A is already homologous to O in Ap.
Cor. 3. H ^ A a, A.q')=0 ( P - d - l> q > ' q ) .
Cor. 4. Sl-q-2(P)=?>l-i(P^-^Up). n - p (P )= n - i (P ) - ^ U P ) .
In  particular, S*(0)=S~(0), S^(O)=Si(O); SLi(d)=SS=(c?), m d)= ^ '^ (d ). 
Cor. 5. I f  H ^(F)=O for 0<J><d,
(9.3) S"(0) = Si(0)DS?|,(0) = 58."(0)D5»Li(0) = S"(0) ,
(9.4) ^\d) = 8Li(rf)D3Li(<?) = ^lo(d):^^l,(d) = W (d)  .
Consequently
(9 .5 ) s®“^-Krf)/si-‘'-'(d)/ -  ^ i-- i-\ d )i? ,r jr\ d ) ^  s j(o )/ s i_ i(o )
-  SS,(0)/93«(0).
Cor. 6. From the definition,
(9 .6) H \A , A -i) = “D ••• DH”- ’‘> ” =  O.
Besides,
(9 .7) H ”(A, A -i)  =  H”^ ’^ ^-‘*-1, (9 .8) H«<  ^ = O .
In  particular, i f  W (F)=O  f  or 0<ip<id ,
(9 .8) H \A, A -i)  =  *’-<* =  . . . =  “ = 0. 
Consequently,
(9 .9) fl«-i(A )/H i>"-i =  H ‘^ ^i,<i-a-2ljj<i,q-a-i ^  S?T‘*“i(d)/58«r‘‘- i(d )
=  Sl^"-Kd)/W -^-Kd) .
(9 .10) S»(0)/m(0) = SU0)/S?U0)«  W ’ « = H^ > .
Cor. 7. Assvrrn that p  is a field , B q= O .  I f  W (B )=O  fo r  0<iq< j^i, it is 
obvious that ?>\p)=^l>(p)='n.(p)=W(P).
For q==0 or =n, we have
?>KP) = ^l-i(P)-D?&-i(P) =  S^^(0)D»2=(/.) = W (P) , 
h\ p) =  S «/> )D m (/)) =  S^_i(^)D»^_2(i>) =  W (P) .
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Consequently non-trivial characteristic isQmorphism 0 is :
(9.11) 3KP)/SS.(P) =  S^n^,(P)/Sn^2(P)^n^,Cp-n + l ) K ^ , ( p - n + l )  
^ m ( p - n  + l ) / m p - n  + l ) .
Since non-trivial
characteristic isomorphisms ^ are:
(9.12) ^ \ p - n  + l')|Wo.(p-n + l)= ^ ^ l.{p ~ n ^ -l)m {p -n -v l)
^  ^ P ^ n + 2  ^ W -I n  ^  J ^ P + 1, O ^
(9.13) _  ^p+1, O z X P )/B X P )  -  Z U P )!B K P )  .
Cor. 8. / /  ^ -i )= 0 , then SUp)=^^So(P).
10. The case: p = 0, jBo=0. By Theorem 6, and Cor. 4.
^ H % B , H H F ) ')^Q%0)=^UO). By Cor. 6, H^y^=0. Thus the characteristic 
isomorphism W: reduces to
/ S^d(O), inducing a homomorphism:
(10.1) § " (0 )----
It can be easily verined that the homomorphism (10.1) is equivalent to the 
homomorphism:
(10.2)  (p"^: H^(B)->H^(A)y induced form  the projection (p: A-^B. Therefore 
identifying ©^(0) to H" (^B) (if necessary), we see
(10.3)  ^UO) =  Kernel 0 * , (10.4) -  Image (P^ .
11. The case ^=O, Bo=O. By Theorem 6 and Cor. 4, H ^{F')^H KB, H \ F )  ) 
^ m p)D ^ ^ .iP )D ^ U p)= 0, By Cor. 6, Thus the character­
istic isomorphism W: reduces to H ^ Q A ) / ^  
^€>S.(^), inducing a homomorphism:
(11.1) A ) — >^KP)^
It can easily be seen that the homomorphism (11.1) is equivalent to the homo­
morphism :
(11.2) i^ : /7^(^)->^^(Fa.), induced by the injection i :  Fx-^A, where ADFx 
is a jihre at a  fixed  point x o f  B,
Therefore, identifying &Cp') to H^(F^^) (if necessary), we see
(11.3) ^ X p  ^^  Im age i^ , (11.4)  ^ -  Kernel i^ .
Similarly identifying ©°(i>) to H^^F),
(11 .3)' S^^(^) =  Kernel i^, (11.4)'  ^ ^  Im age i^,
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As for the characteristic isomorphism (5, by Cor. 4, 0 :
t r X O ) / S^lJ(O) reduces to
(11.5) 0 : m p )  ^  , where we Put
. ^r'(o) =  .
Dually, putting (^O) = ,  we have
(11. sy  ©: is.(i>)/ S (^O) ^  § r ' ( o ) /§ ~ '(O).
The properties of ^l(P), S^(P), will be investigated later.
12. The case p = d , Bo=O, H%F)^p. By the dual forms of Theorem 6, Cor.
4, and Cor. 7, we have H \ F ) ) ^ m d ) = m d ) ,  and
—  —3 —
Thus the characteristic isomorphism reduces
to inducing a homomorphism
(11. 1)
By Cor. 6, the characteristic isomorphism (^  : liLi(c?)/SL2(^)^ '& Iii(0)/ 
reduces to
(12.2) SU6?)/^L2(^) «  ^211(0)/^2o '^(0) .
The meanings of (12.2) and (12.1) will be given later (IV, § 6 ;  ^7).
13. Leray’s relation. According to Theorem 6, in case where p is a field 
Leray’s relation (2 .1 ) (II, §2) becomes;
(13.1) ^F(.ty^Bis) -  @( ,^ S)+ S  s ) .
fc=0
In particular putting /=s, we have:
(13.2) (1 + 0  2  t)  .
fc=0
Immediate consequences of (13. 2) are :
(13.3) =  Xa y where Xm denotes the Euler characteristic o f  M ,
(13.4) $ a (0  {Leray's inequality^
(13.5) $X^)-$^(/) = ?^X^) if and only if ^ \ p )  =  €>^ (/>) for any p ,q .
Part IV
Multiplicative Properties of characteristic groups
I. In this part the set system % is the same as in the preceding part. We 
shall assume fuither that Bo is void; the group of the bundle G is a connected 
compact Lie group, and the fibre -F is a homogeneous space F=G/U. Under this
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circumstance, given an arbitrary simplicial decomposition of B, A may be 
simplicially decomposed in such a way that I, ... , n') are all subcom­
plexes of A. Cohomology theory and U^product appearing here are those 
introduced into polyhedra in the usual way.^ ^^
2. The product of two fibre bundles. Let and let 'B=['a\]y
^ A = Y rl], " B==Y'a\\, "A=^{''i:\\ be cellular decompositions such that 'A a ," As 
are subcomplexes of 'A, "A  respectively. Then clearly a]],
A=^ ^A X '^A= V zlX are C3llular decompositions of B, A respectively, and At's 
are subcomplexes of A, In fact, the support of a point 'ay ." a^ A  being the 
product of the supports of 'a, " a  respectively, and the projec­
tions being contained in the supports 'a\, " of (^pCa'),
respectively, the actual form of At=^& is At =  Uq+s^t ^AqX^^As • Then it is 
easy to prove:
(2 .1 ) I /  'u,'^u are cochains o f  'A ,"A  respectively, such that ^uYAq=O, ''uY^As 
=0, then 'ii'X- u^ is a  cochain o f  A such that (^'iix'^u)\Aq+s+i^^-
Now we define the following multiplications:
(2. 2) C + ,
(2 .3 ) H^(^A)x H V A )  C H^-^XA) .
As for (2 .2 ) :  Let ^u^^Kp) ^H ^^V A q.'A q^i\ ^  A^.
be reprzjsent^d respectively by cochains 'u, ''v of 'A, "A  such that 
d^uYAq=0, 'HYAq^i=O', d^^vY^As=0, ^'v\As^i=0.
Then w=^'uy."v is a cochain of A such that dw\Aq+s=^ Oy iv\Aq+s-i=0, representing 
an element 10 of * Aq+s--i)^'^'^^\p + r). That w is determined
uniquely by Ui and is easily verified also by making use of (2 .1). tv is 
denoted by uxv. As for (2 .3 ) : this is the ordinary multiplication.
By making use of (2 .1 ) and repeating the above arguments we have: 
Theorem 8. F or  ^ > 0 ,
(2 .4 ) 5^1 (P )x '^ S L ,(r )C 5 ll{ (P  + r^,
(2 .5 ) (:^>)x ''S L i(r )  C W X P  + r)  ,
(2 .6 ) ^SU (P) X  ^^58j(r) C W X P  + r)  ,
(2 .7 ) X
Since ^&t,(p)x^'mi(r)CW,-^XP + r ) , ^^ lC p)x^ ^ 3ti(r)C W X P + r), in  (2 .4 ),
(2 .5 ), (2 .6 ) IVe may replace by ^ respectively.
Obviously the above multiplications are bilinear, and we may define for 
'Uic € '&i(p), the following homomorphisms :
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35) See Lefschetz’s text. See also [I].
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(2.9\ ( ' « .x ) :
( 2 . m  C'^ o^oX): "% (r )/ "S L (r )  ■ 
Further we may define:
(2 .1 1 ) *  C ' « „ x ) ;
^ llliP  + r ) /^ V K p  + r ) ,  
n : i ( p + r ) i^ r % p + r - ) .  
^‘J \ P  + r')l^'L*\P + r ) .
^2>+r+i,a+s-i^^g+r, Q+s ^
directly using cochains. Then we have:
Theorem 9j. For 'u% € '^ l(P ),
( 2 . 1 2 ) i  ( ' « s . x ) { ? ^ i  =  0 i K ' u i . x ' ) ,
(2 .13)j i'u°°x =  W i^C'^wX ) .
Replacingtheleft multiplications in (2 .8 ) j~ (2 .12)? by the right multiplications 
(x " v ) ,  we obtain in the same way the corresponding definitions and formulas 
(2. l)r~ (2 .1 2 )c . In particular:
Theorem 9r. For ,
(2 .12> (  X  " % )   ^ =  0 t \  X  " V ^ )  ,
C2.13> ( x"t»„)w±i =  «-±i( x "z ;„ ) .
3. V“P*’®duct. Given a fibre boundle S we consider the self-product 
' S = ^ X t ? .  Let the decomposition of B  be simplicial. We first notice that there 
exists a map g \: B-^'B=By.B  homotopic to the diagonal may 
such that gK E ’‘)G'E^. The following map h is an example of such g i. Letthe  
vertic3s of B  be simply ordered, h maps each ordered simpley a=(xoXi ... Xq^  
Onto {(xo)y^(.XoXi... Xq")} U { ix0x\)y.ix\x'>.... Xq)] U ... {J(XoXi... Xq')y<(Xq)] semi- 
Iinearly as indicated by the following figure:
X i= (M ) (2,2)=  X z
Let g : By.I-^'B  be a homotopy connecting go to g i .  By Theorem D, the 
induced bundles (I, § 1 ) I  and are equivalent in the restricted sense. 
But, since the bundle space of I  is a subset A of B x 'A x I  defined by
A = K x ,'a, t)\go(x)='<p(,'a)}, and the bundle space of is a subset A of 
B x I x ' A defined by A=\lx, t, 'd]\g{x, the map Z : A~^A, giving the
above equivalence may be written as: x{x,'a, t)=[_x, t, #»,«('«)], for ,
36) ¥ox By g^:,{x)-=^xyix^ ' B, See [3 ].
where t : is a homeomorphism, and ?x,t reduces to the identity
when ^=O. By making use of l* ,f’s, we define a map / : AxI-^^A  by / ( a ,  t)  
— «(/o(«)) tor a  ^Fx, where /o is the diagonal m ap: A-*'A = A x A. Obviously 
'4>f(a,t') — g ( x , t )  =  g\{(pa,t)', f\ ' .A -* 'A  defined b y /iCc) =/(«> I )  satisfies 
f \{A<i')(Z.'Ad, inducing a map of the set systems : 91—>•''91. By Theorem 3,/^  ^
induces the homomorphisms / f of the characteristic groups:
(3 .1 ) f t :  'H lH ip  + r-)—  ^ H lt{ ip  + r'),
CS. 2) / f :  'K V K p + r)  K V K p  + r-),
(3 .3 ) / f :  ^ £^p+»--i,9+s+i ^
(3. sy  / f :  + » + + S !^>+>-_l,9 + 8 + 1^ 3^>+)-,Ji + « _
We give the following definitions: For « « €€>®(r) ; o 6
b(:H \ A )-, we define
=  / f(« x t ;)  €€>®’^ K/' + 0 ,  =  / f(« x 6 ) ,
Then in virtue of (2 .4 )- (2 .7), (5. l) -(3 . 3). we have:
Theorem 10.
(3 .4 ) ^ U iP )  V  €>Li(r) C ^ l l { { p + r ) ,
(3 .5 ) (^) V  ® L i(r) C Sr*(/> + r ) .
(3 .6 ) © L i(^ )V I? l (r )C fir* (/ >  + 0 .
(3 .7)
Further if we define (w^V). (V«») for Uk^QKP') in the same way («sX ), (x«,t) 
were defined in the preceding section, we have in virtue of Theorem 9 and
(3 .1 )- (3 .3 ) ':
Theorem 11.
(3 .8 )j (--l)^ ^ n«.V )< ^?' =  C '( « * V ) ,  (3.8)r (V «it)® ?'=  ®?'(V«^).
(3.9)* (^/cV)W ±i=>I-«(««V), (3 .8 ). (Vt'co)'F±i=V±KV«o»).
We remark that if we denote by d the following composite homomorphism:
(3.10) d : ^ p - ) — > €>U/>)/^2,(i>)— ^ , 
we have:
(3.11) u „ y  C =  6(,u^)\/C,
(3.11) 0(iuj\/v„') =  ^(i'oo)V^(i’oo). for «6  €>«(/>), V e C>~(r).
Now let us prove that the product V  does not depend on a special g i . For this 
purpose let g - i  be another g i ,  i.e. a map g ~ i : B B  which is homotopic to
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the diagonal map go  and such that Let / -i be defined in the same
way as /i was defined from g i . Then it is sufficient to prove in virtue of 
Theorem 4 and the definition of the product V  that is homotopic to / f  in 
the sense of (IT, § 1 ). Let g : » ix,t :'Fg^to^^Fgix,t')
maps used to define/-i, where /- is the interval < - 1 ,  0 > .
The interval < - l »  1>  being denoted by E , let g : B x E -^ 'B , X : 
be defined by: g = g , X^Xy for \ g ^ g , X=X, for /€/. Since g±iQB^)C'B^, 
the homotopy g connecting g^i to may be deformed into a homotopy k such 
that KB" ,^ O C ' for each Let I be a deformation of g to / is a map 
I : B x E x I - ^ 'B  such that I(X d fi)= K x , t\ Kx, t , l ) = K x ,  t\  K x, - I ,  s)= g ^ i(x ), 
l(x , I, s')=^gi(x). Then by Theorem D the equivalence X : '^^g^xE-^'^g may be 
extended to an equivalence 6: ^ggX E  x , such that, when we define
, Vx,i;,s by X Cx/a, t) = \_x, Ca)'], 0(x, 'a, t, s) =  \_x, t, s, Tjxyt.s C^^ )] for 
'a /^Fg c^ x^ ,^ we have y}x,t,Q=^x,t, yixy±\ys^ x^*±\ • Noticing that f±\:A-^'A  are 
given by /±iCa)-=?aj,±i(/o(^)), a^ F^ , we easily see that the map: A x E 3  
(a, ^)-^‘3I’p,,f,i(/o(^))C^^ gives the desired homotopy of / f  to / f  .
4. Relation to the ordinary U-product. Let /i be the same as defined in 
the preceding section. The map f \ :  induces a homophism / f :
^%p). Let and define u\J v by u>\/ v = f^ (u x v ) .
Lemma. Let B be a suhcomplex o f  B, and let ^=^\B, L ei i  : A--^A be the 
inclusion map, and let i^ : ^%p)-^^.\p) be the induced homomorphism  ([[, ^ l) . 
Let f  \ A x A b e  obtained from  /i by restricting the r2mge o f  d e fin ition  as 
IVell as the range o f  values. Then ive have:
C4.1) iK u ^ fiv )  =  (i^ uyr i^v) , f o r  € ^\p\ v € r) .
P roo f: Let j : A x A-^ A x A be the inclusion map. Since it is easily seen that 
j^ (u xv)= i^ uxi^ v, we have i^ (u^fiv) = i^ ff(u x v )= ( f i i)^ (u x v )= ( j f)^ ( iu x v )  =  
f^ j^ {u x v ) = f^(i^uxi^v)^i^u\jfi^v.
We apply this lemma to the case where B=al^\  We notice that i ^ :
{p  + r)-^ i^^\p+r) is identical with the homomorphism (HI, §3 )
(A + s , arO . If we identify (^KP) to C%B, H \ F ) )  in
virtue of the isomorphism in Theorem 6, from (4 .1 ) we have
(4. 2) }l^ \ ala iyria^ ja])^ i^ a la l)yr iK a)a]), for a^ i  ^C%B, H ^ (F)) ,
^CKB, H ^ (F)),
Now let us assume that a fixed simple ordering of the vertices of B  is given 
and let us take g i= h :  the special one which was given in the preceding section 
as an example. We notice that H ^(F) and H ^(F) are paired to by
the ordinary (Cech-Whitney’s) U-product, and that with respect to this pairing
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C K B . H ^(F) and are paired to KB, in the usual
way : by making use of the functional notation we deiiine
for ueC X By H^(F))y v eC K B , H '^CF))  by (uU  v ) ( x o X i ... Xq+s)=^M(xoXi... X q )U  
vCxq ... Xq^s^, where a ^ C x o X i ... Xq+s) is an ordered simplex. We shall show that 
two multiplications Vri 2 nd U coincide up to sign For this purpose it is 
sufficient to prove that Vri i.e.
C4.3) iK aW iY ^r  = .
There are several cases. If either <7? or tr*} is not contained in both
sides of (4 .3 ) vanish. If both al and <7} ^re contained in y a slight conside­
ration shows that (4. 3) reduces to
(4 .4 ) («W)VX«5^5) == ±{alUd'jXal\Ja^i) , whre
aW^   ^CKBy H ^(F)) , «5^ 5  ^CXBy H K F ) ) .
( i )  If dim [(Image ^ i)H (<??x<y5))]^^ + 5 . Hence it is easily 
seen that both sides of (4 .4 ) vanish.
(ii)  If (JiU(Jj-=\=^ 0y we may assume without loss of generality that <yiUaj=al^\ 
Since g is a product bundle, we may assume that A = B x F .  Then / : al'^^xF
xal^^ x F x F  may be represented by f  (x, y ) — (h(x), ^x(d(y)))y where 
: F x F - ^ F x F  is an automorphism which is homotopic to the identity and 
where d : F - ^ F x F  is the diagonal map. Let d : F - ^ F x F  be a cellular map 
which is homotopic to d, Since is contractible / is homotopic to the map 
^(^» y ) = ( h ( x ) y  d { y ))y  the projection \_x-^hix)~\ remaining fixed, (4. 4) reduces to
(4 .5 ) oy^[(«^?)x(^?>5)]=(^2rUa-5)4^\
Since may be represented by cochains of the form a1xc%a)xc^^
respectively, {a^Gl)x{a^j(j^j) is represented by the cochain (<??x cf)x(<;5x c j)^  
(-1 )^ "'((J^XfTj)X (cf X cj). Hence (^ ?^<7^ )V /i(<25^ t5) is represented by the cochain 
(-l)^^/i*(crf x<75)x6?*(cf X Cj)» which represents ( •
Theorem 12. Id en tify in g  ^ K p) to HKBy H^(sF))y we have
(4 .6 ) u \ J v ^ { - iy ^  u\Jvyfor u e ^ K P ), v^^K r)y
(4 .7 ) a y b  -  a U b , f o r  a e HKA)y b € H K A ) .
P r o o f:  (4 .6 ) is the immediate consequence of the above discussion. (4 .7) 
is the immediate consequence of [1].^ ^^
By this theorem, Theorem 10 become^:
36) See [1],
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Theorem 10 CU)-
(4. 8)
( 4 . 9 )  (/>)u €>Li(o C
(4.10) €>U(/>)US| ( r ) C t r * ( ^  + 0 .
(4.11)
Corollary to Theorem 12. I f  p is a fie ld , we have §®(/>)=©®CO)V^®( ’^)-
5. Algebras C> and H (A). We consider the direct sums © =  Sp. a €>®C/>). 
B(A)='^pH^{A). They are algebras with respect to V -  (or U -) multiplication.®’  ^
In particular H (A ) is the ordinary cohomology ring of A. The following facts 
are only the restatement of the results in the preceding sections:
(5 .1 ) In virtue of (3 .4) in Theorem 10, H°=Y^pH°(,p),
Hk = Hpyq^l(P), and €>oo = S 3»,9 &~(/') are subalgebras of €>, and so are their 
intersections €>»=€'°nC>it, '&2o=€>®n€*oo •
(5 .2 ) In virtue of (3.5), (3 .6) in Theorem 10, ^n=Hp,q^%(P) is an ideal of 
Henca is an algebra, multiplication being induced from
that of «?.(0)=^;fcn.t(0) and ^»(0)=5?^0^(0) are ideals of o^o(O) =
^ .-i(0)= ^
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(5 .3 ) If we put =  = IlpH ' ^ in virtue of (3 .7 ) in 
Theorem 10, is a subalgebra of H(A)-, H^ ^^  is an ideal of H (A ).
(5 .4 ) Consider the direct sum and introduce in it a 
multiplication V  by making use of representatives. This is possible in virtue 
of (3 .7 ) in Theorem 10. Then is a ring isomorphism according to
(3.12).
6- A-P^'oduct. In this section the coefficient ring |0 is a field. Under this 
assumption <&=l]j>,a&*(^) is dual to €>, and H (A )=YipH ^(A ) is dual to H (A ). 
Then A-Product is defined as follows: Let v S €>*( )^, 2 6 €>®'^ *(i> + »'). Then v/\z 
is an element of ^%p) satisfying the following equation : v/\zy’=<Cu'’\ /v ,z^ , 
for every «€€>®(^); let b^ H ’^ (A), z^ H ’"^''(A). Then b,f\z is an element of 
H ’^ (A) satisfying the following equation: <^a,b/\z~  ^=  <C«A ,^2 > , for every 
a ^ H \ A ).
Identifying ^%p) to H\B, H^(F)), we see from Theorem 12 that A-product 
is essentially the same with the ordinary O-product. From Theorem 10 we have:
37) ^  is a doubly graded ring in the sense of H. Cartan.
38) When we denote by A* the following composite homomorphism :
(Sfc becomes a graded ring with differential operator A^ , 
the cohomology ring of which is isomorphic to See [8 ] , []30j|.
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Theorem 13.
(6. 1)
(6.2)
(6 .3 )
(6 .4 )
^ L i(^ ) A  m i{ {P + r )  C
A e r (/ > + o  C (^ ) ,
ir-)
j j r , s  ^  f f p + r ,9+s ( -  f f p + i , a - i  _
We deifine for «*€C>|(r) the homomorphism («»A) • ^l*^(P + f '^ /^ l t i (P +^ ')~ *  
^l(P)I '&t+i(^) directly in virtue of Theorem 13, or we define it as the dual 
homomorphism of (V "*) : l^+i(.P')/ i^(.P')~  ^^ ltiCP+ I' /^ l^^^CP + •
The other homomorphisms being similarly defined, we have:
Theorem 14.
(6. 5) 
(6.6) (WooA)*!'*^  =  ’i'*^(«»A). where € €><» or «« € €>oo/ff«
(6 .7 )
Consider the following diagram: 
Oi
€»-L(0-
( A O
02
©L(r)/^2o(r) .
( A O  
^u p ^ /^i(P )'
^/A5‘^ 2?o<.)
where z'c, €§L'^'(^ + r) ; 6i are natural homorphisms ; (A^oo) and (A'J’^ 2Zco) are 
defined in virtue of Theorem 13. Then we have:
Theorem 15. Commutativity relations hold in the above diagram  (6.7). 
P roof: (f\zj)d\=di(^/\z„) is obvious. Let us prove that W”i(w)A^"^2Zoo 
=^"(z;A2oo) for t'€€>2o(»-)/^i>(r). In virtue of (5 .4 ) for any « 
we have < a, f (i>A\0> =  <*!■(«). i'A^22co> = <<i'(«)V* .^ fec»> =  <'i"(«V’l"K«')). 
=  <a\Jw-Kv'), 5*^2Z„> =  <«. *^"K« )^A'f‘^ 2Zc=o>.
By (11,^9) f : ©S,(rf)/fS.(</)«H‘*>’*/^‘*^i.’‘-i reduces to W: ^ \ d )^ H ’'*\A). 
Let 6 €>”(<i), correspond to each other under this isomorphism.
Let us consider the case where r —Q,p=d,s^^q=n. Then in virtue of (ITT, ^9)
(6 .7 ) reduces to:
(6 .8 ) €>”-«(0)
€>*(d)
dx
(AZ">”) 
d2
€>”-« (o )/ ^ r"(o )
(AZ-*.”) 
m d )!& K d )
^-1
(AZ™+") 
e ,
H"-KA)
(Az»^-»)
where 0 3 , di are identity isomorphisms.
Now if B  is an orientable manifold, so is A, since F  is assumed to be a 
homogeneous space (IV, ^ l) . Thus if we take as Z”>“* the generator of ^\d). 
according to Poincare duality theorem^ ®^  we see that
39) See [5 ], 40) See (III, |10).
(A Z ^ ^ ) :C > ^ -^ (0 ) -W ), and
are isomorphisms onto. On the other hand, since the composite homomorphism 
OsW^ '^^ di : may be regarded as the induced homomorphism
(p^  : (III, §10), the composite homomorphism
may be written as:
( 6 . 9 )  d,y\!dz -  ( A Z ”+ ") .
Thus we see that the homorphism (p : observed in (III, §12)
is in this case identical with the generalized Hopfs inverse homomorphism. 
We shall call (p the H o p fs  inverse homomorphism also in the general case where 
B  is an arbitrary polyhedron and p is an arbitrary ring. Thus ^Kc?),  ^
are regarded respectively as the kernel and the image o f the H o p fs  inverse 
homomorphi sm,
7. A theorem of Gysin. Consider the characteristic isomorphism:
(7 .1) which was already considered 
in (III, §12).
This induces a homomorphism
(7.2) G : ilo{d) —  ^ , or
(7 .3 ) G : roo{d)----> H^^^^KB /^iP f^f^^ -^^KA) .
This homomorphism was first considered by W. Gysin, and will be called Gysin's 
homomorphism also in general cases.
Now let us assume that H^(F)-O  for Then by Cor. 5 (III, §9),
we have ”^ (^0) = €>^ ‘^^ '^ 1(0) and S^(c?) =  0. Thus we have a generalized 
Gysin’s theorem:
Theorem 16. Tf H^(F) fo r  0 < p < d  , then
(7 .4) ^ U d ) ^  H^^^^KB)!ip:^H^^^^KA) ,
(7 .5) BloQd) = [the kernel o f  the H o p fs  inverse homomorphism (p : H^(B) 
H^^KA)'\.
8. Theorems of Thom [23] and Chern-Spanier [2]. Let us assume that 
H ^ ( F ) for 0</><^?. Then by Cor. 5, 6 (III, §9), we have
(8.1) 0 : ^^-^-Kd)/^l^^'‘Kd) ^  9 U 0 ) C  €>«(0) ,
(8. 2) W -I: €)^(0)/^i(0) ^  C H%A) ,
(8 .3) W : H^-KA)IH^^^-^^ ^l-^'^Kd) C H^-^^Kd) .
Therefore we obtain the following exact sequence;
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(8 .4) > €>®(0)----- ^  H X A ) — >
U 'i' U ® U U
Thus identifying and C^ ®(0) to in virtue of (III, §10) we have:
Theorem 17. I f  H®(i^)=0 f o r  Q<ip<^d, we have the follow ing exact sequence-.
(8 .5) W - K A ) ---- > ----> H K B ) HCA^---- > .
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By C3.8) in Theorem 11, commutativity relation holds in the following 
diagram:
€ > o (^ )------->
— > ©^(0) , where ue^^-^-KO).
Thus we have:
Theorem 18. Put Q where I Then Q : H%B)
may be represented in  the follow ing f o r m :
(8 .6) (0(u) = u\JQ.
The above theorems were announced by Thom and independently by Chern- 
Spanier in case where S  is a J-sphere bundle. They stated also: i f  S  is a 
d-sphere bundle, Q is the image under the natural homomorphism H^^KB, 
H^^KB) o f  the Whitney-Steenrod's characteristic cohomology class o f  the sphere 
bundle I?. I f  p is  a f ie ld  and d is even, i? vanishes according to the loell-known 
properties o f  characteristic classes'^ '^ , hence (B are all null homomorphisms,
Thus
Theorem 19. An even dimensional sphere bundle f? is homologically trivial. 
We shall not prove it in this paper, since direct proof will be given in 
another paper.
9. Theorems of Wang [24], Let HKB, H \ F ))=={) for ^ <q< n, and let 
H'^ CBy : for example let p be a field and let jB be a homology
sphere. Then as Cor. 7 (III, §9) we have:
(7 .1) 0 : ^ ^ (p -n  + D /^ U p -n  + l )  ^  § U p )  C M p )  ,
: H ^^K A )/H ^^\<^^^U p-n+l) C ^ " ( p - n + l )  ,
W : <==: ’ 0 C H^(A) .
Thus we have the following exact sequence:
(7 .2 )  > H »*K A ) H % p -n + l)  H H p ) ^  H’^ iA) — > .
41) [21 ], [29],
Identifying H^{p) and H \ p)  to in virtue of CHI, §11) we have:
Theorem 20. Under the assumptions given at the beginning o f  this section 
we have the follow ing exact sequence',
(9.3) —  ^  ^ ^  > .
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If further for />>w-l, or if d > n - l  and for 0<i><£/, then
0 are obviously null homomorphisms. Thus we have
(9 .4) H^{A) ^  H^(F) ©  in these cases.
Theorem 20 is thus a generalization of the theorems of Wang.
Part V 
Further properties of characteristic groups and isomorphisms
I  The general assumptions throughout this part are the same as in the 
preceding part. Since we are dealing with polyhedral spaces only, we may 
choose the singular homology and cohomology theories as our basic theories.
2. o-multiplication- Let us define a kind of multiplication which is a 
generalization of Pontrjagin multiplication. Let 'S =  {G, G ; B, Virl be the
principal fibre bundle of S. Notice that a point 'a ^Gx — A is an 
admissible map ^ a:F -^ F „ ,  Let yi'.^A'KF-^A be defined by fiHajy^— ay for 
€ 'A and y ^ F ,  where 'ay is the image of y under 'a. Given a singular ^-chain 
C** of 'A and a singular p-chmn  of F , the singular C^  + ^ )-chain c®, a^) of 
A is denoted by Obviously is bilinear and subjects to the usual
boundary formula:
(2 .1 ) dic^oa) -  + .
In particular: if c^ » are singular cycles, so is ; if moreover either or 
is a boundary, so is Thus a bilinear multiplication
+Q(^) may be defined by taking representatives. More generally, for any pair 
of subcomplexes B C C  CD, we may define a bilinear multiplication (or a pairing) 
'C )oH ^ (F) C C). In particular H \'Aa  , 'AaO^H^(F) C
(Aq , AqO^
Obviously commutativity relations hold in the following diagram:
C2. 2) -  Aq^  , Aq , 'Aq^^ ) -  H^CAq , 'AqO ^  H '^^K'Aq  ^ , 'Aq^O ^
(oaO
" ( Aq^O -  H^^^CAq, Aq^  ^) -  H^^^(Aq, AqO H^^ {^Aq  ^ , Aq'' )  ^
From (2 .2) we may derive the following formulas:
(2 .3) 'S l{p > H \ F )C % l{p ^ -r). (2.4) 'n (p )o H ^ (F ) C^l(p-\-r) ,
(2 .3)
Sinca in particular we may replacB 3, ^  in (2.3), (2 .4)
by €>, ^ respectively:
(2 .6) ^ m p > m F ) C ^ l ( p  + r ) ,  (2 .7) ^MKP>H^(F^ C f^^^p + r) .
The following relations are also obvious:
(2 .8) m \ o a ) = ( o a )0 i^, (2.9) -  (oa )^w= i^.
When P is a field c-niultiplication is defined starting from o^multiplication 
in the same way as ri“-product was defined from U-product: for u ^
 ^ the product uoa is an element of E^{'C,^D^ such that < u n a ,z ^ ^
for every Corresponding to (2 .5 )-(2 .9 ) we have:
(2. 5)  ^ W ( F )  C
(2.6)^ ^ K p ^ r ) o H ^ ( F ) C ' m p ) r  - ( 2 , i y  ^ K P  + r ^ n f f ^ F ^  C .
(2.8)^ 0i-\oa^) =  , (2.9)^ .
3. Let (fl = (Pi : (yl^ ^^ A ba a slicing map. Then since (ft maps (<??, j?) into 
(^ 7^?, a^i)y it represents an element £?=£« of H\'aly of), as well as an element 
aIu of Aq,'Aq^i) (II, §3). £«, Jfei do not depend on a special choice of 
(fi , sinca G is arc-wise connected.
It is easily seen that the correspondence H ^(F) d ->Sioa^ e , di^
gives an isomorphism and that:
(3 .1 ) the correspondence C%B, H \ F)^  3 S  (.lhi>a\ € H^^KAq , A - i )  ^  
S^(^) gives the isomorphism C%B. H ^(F))^^^(p) in Theorem  6^ Hence (3.2) 
^S"(0)o^^(F)=5"(/>). We shall often identify CK B .H ^iF)^  to ^Kp\  and use 
the symbol in several ways: for instance al  ^H%'A q,'  A q-i) implies 
ol^H^QAqy Aq^i) impHes where l^ H K F ) ,
The partial map <fi\  ^ represents an element of (as well as of
Aq-\)'), which is the image dei (the image under the boundary
homomorphism d : H ^ d \, 'df) ->H^-K'oq) : H\^Aq, A - i ) ) .
For the sake of simplicity we shall denote r/q^ S^ ' by (pi. Then we have 
by (2 .2 ) :
(3. 3) lZ m a .^
4. From now on we shall assume that p is a field. In this case we obviously 
have:
(4 .1 ) ^S<^(0)o5^(F) == S^(^) , (4 .2) '^ K O y H K F ^ ^ ^ K p ).
(4 .3 ) ^^KO^oH \ F )  =  ^% P),
More generally we hpv^:
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(4 .4 ) =  ['©(0)fl^G)]oH>-(F) =  5«(0) o[ '^ o(^ )oH>-(F)] .
(4 .3 ) is the dual form of Corollary to Theorem 12 (IV, ^4) in the following 
sense; (4 .5) for any C'6€>"(0), C " 6 W ) ,  z ' e 'M O ) , z" £ H % F }  we have 
<C 'V C ". z'°2 " >  =  <C', z'~> , z " > , where < C '. s '> . < C " . z " >  may be 
understood after suitable identifications.
5. The homomorphism . Consider the pairing 
Cfi®’^ ®~^(A«-i). This enables us to define a pairing of Aq-i)') and 
H K B ,H \ F ) )  («€>«(/>)) into : explicitly /r7(S  c r V . S  <«;?) 
=  S cr '°a re H ® -^ « -i(A ,- i) . where S  (-B,/5«-i (M ._ i))  , S  «f<rf € 
ZKB, HKF^').
Now it is obvious that : ' 6 ®(0 )-»^® "i(''^ 4 _i) corresponds to
under the isomorphism Hom {'®®(0)—5 '^"i(''yl3 -i)}«sC®(B, H ^(F)), where as in 
§3 Aq-{). Since reduces to null homomorphism
on ‘'£®(0 ), S  is a cocycle 6z®(5, i5®"i('>lg_i)).
On the other hand we observed in (3 .3) that in the following diagram:
H^^KAa, ^ , - i ) ---------------^  H^^'^-KAq-x)
I
C K B , H \F'))
corresponds to the homomorphism KIO Z • Sines
reduces to null homomorohism on (C-5 ~C^)) it induces a homomorphism
ap\ Itm aybe realized in the from ap u = K lW , u), where
r y / is represented by If a '= 0 , = 0  for each p.
Thus we have:
Theorem 21. '^^(0)=''C>2o(0) im plies b^ip)=^l>(p} f o r  each p, In  particular 
i f  ^ is a principal fibre bundle  ^ ^^(0 )= € '2o(0 ) im plies ^UiP) f o r  each p.
6. The groups C>^ , ^^(0) and $:^(0). Consider the characteristic iso­
morphism
(6 .1 ) a> : €>S-2(:^>)/'&S-i(^)^^r^(0(/^^?il(0),
Since -  ^HP\  ^ ^ '(0 )  =  and 6 ^ X 0 )  =
putting Sl^^ip)=-k%ip^ and ^SiJ(O) 
=  we have
( 6 . 2 )  0  : I I .
The characteristic groups appearing in (6 .2) are of particular importance as 
will be recognized in the following theorems. Putting
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, we have:
Theorem 22. L et be a principal fibre bundle. Then 
( i ) =  ©2^  im plies or equivalently
( i i ) im plies  S2, = O, or
(iii) ^*^(0) =  o^a(O) im plies  S^ oo(O) = O, or
(iv ) =  C^ oo(O) im plies ®(0) = S'eo(O) .
Remark I. Since is a subalgebra of Theorem 22 is obvious in case 
generates €>®. The last condition is satisfied in the case of homogeneous 
(Koszul [8], Theorem 18.3). The author could not generalize this to the 
corresponding theorem of fibre bundles.
Theorem. 23. I f  g is a principal fibre bundle, we have: ©2l.(2v) =  ©^(2v), 
or eqvivalently or or .
Rem.ark 2. Hirsch [6] states that may be regarded as a subspace
of the group of minimal elements of Such minimal elements are odd
dimensional.’' This statement seems to contain both Theorem 22 and Theorem 23. 
Theorem 24. = im plies €>oo-=€>.
P r o o f :  in virtue of
Cor. to Theorem 12 (TH, §4), Cor. 5 (HI, §9) and Theorem 10.
Theorem 25. I f  ^ is a principal fibre bundle, or a homological sphere 
bundle, C>oo(0)=€>(0) im plies  €^ oo=€>.
F r o o f  : In virtue of Theorem 22 and Cor. 5 (III, §9), €>oo(0)=-&(0) imlies 
Hence in virtue of Theorem 24, we have C'oo^ C^ .
Remark 3. ©2o=€>® says that ''i^: is an onto homomor-
or equivalently ** i^ : is an isomorphism’’. C>oo(0) = ®(0) says
phism,” that ip :^ is an onto homomorphism"’, or equivalently
'*0^: H (^ B )H (^ A )  is an isomorphism.”
Theorem 26. I f  B  is an odd dimensional homology sphere, then €>=C^ oo- 
P roo f : If I? is a principal fibre bundle the proof is obvious according to 
Theorem 22, 23, 24. But Theorem 21 assures the validity of the theorem in 
the general case.
Remark 4. Theorem 24, 27 are in some sense generalizations of Samelson’s 
theorems [15].
Theorem 27. I f  g is  a principal fibre bundle, is generated by the sub­
space o f  consisting o f  o^minimal elements o f  €>®.
The proofs of Theorem 22, 23, 27 will be given in the following sections.
7. Proofs of Theorem 22. We shall prove that implies
For i J< l ,  we have =
Letusassum ethat i>>l, and that ^S3(r)^0 (or equivalently €'23(r) = C> (^r))
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for r<ip. In order to prove that it is sufficient to prove that
contains no non-vanishing minimal element of For if so, we have 
^  ^loip^^\_Composahle elements o f  H But since ©®(r) =  ©2.(r) by
assumption and since C'S i^s a subalgebra, we have Or
Assume on the contrary there exists a minimal element 04=;2^  € )
=  then there exists an integer k such that and such
that
Since by the definition of minimality we have u/^ z^ = () for
every Now, denoting by {z} the class mod of z, we
choose a representative element Z € 1 )  from Since ©*"^ 2
Z may be written in the form Z=-YlQi^ai where 
C«  ^©*"^ (^0) and [ai] are a basis of Let {uj} be the dual basis of
Then by (4. 5) Ujh\Z =  S  =  O . On the other hand
noticing that Uj ^ ^ K p~ 'k-V )= ^ ^ V ip-k-l)y  in virtue of Theorem 14 we have 
0=(^"“M {uJ/\ }^)=^UJ/^^0^^ {^z})-==UJ {^Z} ^  {uj/\Z} =  {O}. Consequently O ^
Thus in virtue of (2 .6 ) we have Z = S  1). But this implies
that {Z }=0, hence {2 } =0, contrary to the assumption.
8. Proof of Theorem 27. Since ©?=€>S> when we restrict ourselves to 
Ah+2 f it is sufficient to prove that €>£> is generated by o-minimal element of €>® 
belonging to C'w. First of all, is a subalgebra of QSo is non-void since 
it contains €>®(0). In vertue of (2 .6y , for any is stable under 
(□a^). On the other hand we easily see that o~ and □-multiplications in the 
sense defined in this part coincide with those defined in (I, §8). Hence by
(8 .7) (I, §8), €>2^  is generated by its subspace consisting of all o-minimal 
elements of contained in €>«.
9. Proof Cf Theorem 23. Since €>p-i(r)=€>oo(^) for r< ^  + l ,  and + 1)
=€>i^ (i> + l ) ,  we have:
=  e ( 0 ) +  -  © 2o(^)+€>S(^+l)+ .......»
€>2, = €>S,(0)+ -  €>2,(/>) + €>So(i> + l ) + .........
Since is an algebra, an element of €^S-i(i> + l ) ,  which may be generated by 
by multiplication and addition from lower dimensional elements of , is an 
element of €>So. But according to Theorem 27, an element of €>S-i ( ^  + 1 )  is 
either a o-minimal element or composable from lower dimensional elements. That 
is to say, an element of which is not an element of €>5= which is not an 
element of which is not an element of is o~minimal. On the other hand 
there is no even dimensional o-minimal element since G is a compact connected 
Lie group. Hence ©2o(2v) = © (^2i )^.
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(Cf. Remark I, p. 137) : generates i f  8  is a principal fib r e  bundle. This 
may be proved by the infinitesimal method of J. L. Koszul [8] if g is the 
universal principal fibre bundle given by N. E. Steenrod (Cf. p. 104).'  ^ If S  is 
general, it may be proved by making use of Theorem 22. The above proposi­
tion has the following consequences:
/)  I f  B  is homologous to zero in and i f  is a principal fib re  bundle 
over B^y then the ^=^^\B is homologically trivial,
ii)  Every even dimensional homological sphere bundle is homologically 
trivial (Cf. Theorem 19, p. 133).
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